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Elevate

Your Project with Forma Plank

The Ultimate Wall Panel
Forma Plank is a modern steel cladding solution offering
stunning colours and textures in an easy-to-install panel
system that will effortlessly make your next build stand out
from the rest.
Crafted from 24 gauge steel, Forma Plank is stronger then
most other siding options. Backed by a minimum 30 year
warranty ensures your plank won't chip, fade or peel.
Economical, simple and amazingly versatile, Forma Plank
can be used in a variery of ways, both on exterior and for
interior applications.

Bold. Durable. Versatile.
Paired with our Woodgrain Series ﬁnishes,
Forma Plank gives the same warmth and
aesthetics of wood siding but with the strength
of steel to ensure a much longer lifespan.
Also available in over twenty 24 gauge colours
and our new Textured Steel Series, there's a
style to suit every project. Use Forma Plank as
an accent, fascia, wainscotting, or to clad entire
walls to achieve an exterior that stands out in
every design.

The Smart Siding Solution
Forma Plank is available in two standard coverages with
lengths up to 26 feet. A favourite among contractors,
the Forma Plank panel is equipped with a complete set
of trims for easy installation every time, and features a
clip system ideal for thermal expansion & contraction.
This versatile panel can be installed vertically or
horizontally, in varying widths, and is easily integrated
with standard cladding proﬁles, including our Interloc
Sofﬁt Panels System.

Custom Lengths

100% Canadian

Big or Small?

We manufacture the product as it
is ordered, allowing for custom
lengths based on your exact
project dimensions. Only pay for
the amount of product you need
to get the job done.

Forma Plank is crafted in Fort
Macleod, Alberta, Canada by Forma
Steel for over 30 years. Our
experienced team is eager to assist
you with your project from initial
conception through to installation.

No project is too small - Forma
Plank can be used as a small
accent on residential homes, or
included throughout an entire
retail ofﬁce - blending seamlessly
into any design.

Forma Plank Speciﬁcations
61/4” or 81/2” Coverage
7/8”

Application: Wall, Vertical or Horizontal

Available in 24ga Woodgrains & Standard Colours

Concealed Fastener Floating Clip System

Available in 24ga Textured Series Colours

Panel Wall Coverage: 6-1/4” or 8-1/2”

30 Year Warranty on Woodgrain Finishes

Panel Depth: 7/8”

40 Year Warranty on Standard & Textured Colours

Panel Length: From 5’ to 26’10”

Extra Lead Times Apply to certain PVDF Finishes

2’-5’ Lengths Available for Short Length Charge

Protective Film Applied to all Forma Plank Panels

Full Set of Custom Trims to Complete Any Install

Available Colours

Forma Steel recommends seeing a physical colour sample prior to ordering.

Woodgrain Series (24ga)

Espresso

Barnboard

Autumn

Frontier

Gunstock

Saddle

Standard Colour Series (24ga)

Bright White

White White

Bone White

Stone Grey

Wicker

Tan

Hickory

Buckskin

Coffee Brown

Dark Brown

Black

Carbon

Charcoal

Regent Grey

Slate Blue

Oxford Blue

Sapphire Blue

Royal Blue

Heron Blue

Melchers Green

Bright Red

Tile Red

Dark Red

Textured Series (24ga)
See more projects using Forma Plank

formaplank.ca
Graphite

Arctic White

Onyx Black

Burnished Slate

Create Something Amazing.
We create steel rooﬁng, siding, & trim in a variety of gauges, colours &
ﬁnishes for every structure imaginable. Forma Steel distributes
through a network of authorized dealers throughout Western Canada.
Visit formasteel.ca/where-to-buy to locate a dealer near you.

